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Program Guide 
Sunday, 17 January 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics 

and the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 

information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Fauziah 

Ibrahim and Eliza Harvey. 

  

10:00am Offsiders: Summer Series 

(CC) 

Offsiders is back to discuss the Australia v India Test Series, Big Bash, A-League, W-

League, NBL and tennis players head to Melbourne to prepare in quarantine for the 

Australian Open. Presented by Tony Armstrong. 

  

10:30am TBA 
 

  

11:00am Compass: Divine Rhythms 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Three artists share their passion as they write and rehearse original material for The 

Sacred Music Festival that celebrates the religious and cultural diversity of Greater 

Western Sydney. 

  

11:30am Songs of Praise: Christianity and Cancer 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Sean Fletcher and the Rev Kate Bottley hear how the Christian faith sustains those 

affected by cancer. Hymns include God Is Love, His the Care. 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm Landline Summer: Rising to the Coronavirus challenge 

(CC) 

Landline Summer looks back at some of our best stories. In this episode, rising to the 

Coronavirus challenge: A locally designed and made ventilator; value-adding with ice-

creams and bouquets plus organic produce in demand. 

  

1:00pm Midsomer Murders: The Lions Of Causton 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

Barnaby gets to relive his former days of sporting glory when a death at the local Rugby 

Club sends Barnaby and Winter into a muddle of rucks, old grudges, new romances... and 

artisanal chocolates? 

  

2:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Heide Museum Of Modern Art 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The critics visit Heide Museum of Modern Art in Melbourne, to view art by Albert Tucker, 

Jenny Watson, Arthur Boyd and Sidney Nolan. 

  

2:55pm War On Waste: Turning The Tide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In this War on Waste follow-up special, Craig Reucassel returns to again put rubbish on 

our radar. He looks at whether we've found any solutions and have Australians changed 

the way they think about waste? 

  

4:00pm Football: W-League: Round 4 - Melbourne City v Adelaide United  

(CC) 

Reigning Champions Melbourne City are superstars of the W-League, having won four of 

the past five championships. In Round 4 they host Adelaide United as the Lady Reds look 

to cause a major upset in Melbourne. 

  

6:00pm Antiques Roadshow: Nymans 2 

(CC,G) 

A return visit to the National Trust's beautiful Nymans gardens near Crawley. Fiona Bruce 

and the experts are kept busy as they comb through over 4,000 visitors family heirlooms 

in search of treasure. 

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 
(CC) 

  

7:40pm 

 

*Series 

Premiere* 

Grand Designs: House Of The Year: Experimental 

(G) 

Kevin McCloud visits five experimental homes competing for a place on the shortlist, 

from a pioneering home made entirely from cork in Eton to an extraordinary ultra-low-

energy house in Buckinghamshire. 
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8:30pm 

 

*Series 

Premiere* 

Joanna Lumley's Unseen Adventures 

(CC,PG) 
Much-loved travelling companion Joanna Lumley shares previously unseen travelling 

adventures, revealing a treasure trove of unseen stories, insights into how her travel 

programs are made and why she loves to make them. 

  

9:15pm Stateless: The Right Thing 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

Clare's relentless hunt for the leak in Barton pays off, while Cam wrestles with his 

conscience over the beaten detainee. Sofie uncovers an ambitious escape plan, and Mina 

tries to support her grief-stricken father. 

  

10:10pm Killing Eve: Management Sucks 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Violence) 

Eve and Carolyn are reeling. Eve strikes up an unlikely alliance with Kenny's colleagues at 

the Bitter Pill. Villanelle finds that management isn't all it's cracked up to be. 

  

10:50pm The Code 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

Roth vows revenge after the death of a relative, while Jesse is torn between genuine 

care for Roth and the need to disarm the digital time bomb that is waiting to explode. 

  

11:50pm Endeavour: Icarus 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence) 

The disappearance of a teacher at a public school forces Endeavour into an undercover 

operation. Carnage ensues as the investigation into Eddie Nero deepens. (Final) 

  

1:20am F*!#ing Adelaide: Eli Loves Real Life 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Failing singer Eli returns to Adelaide after disaster strikes in Sydney. He just wants to 

sleep in his old bed but sister Emma is also there, young Kitty gives him questionable 

clothes, and mum has news about the family home. 

  

1:40am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:15am Father Brown: The Cat Of Mastigatus 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Sefton Scott welcomes parents, students & teachers to Kemble Martyrs Boys School fete. 

Bunty eyes an egg and spoon race and Mrs McCarthy agrees to compete with her. Father 

Brown meets a pupil from the Girls' School next door. 
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5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Modern Thai With Martin Boetz 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh's guest is Martin Boetz, whose cooking has been described as a singular blend of 

Thai and modern Australian food. Martin prepares two fish dishes, while Poh cooks Kuih 

Koci, a Malaysian dessert to complement his curries. 

  

5:30am Compass: Divine Rhythms 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Three artists share their passion as they write and rehearse original material for The 

Sacred Music Festival that celebrates the religious and cultural diversity of Greater 

Western Sydney. 
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Other States: 

Queensland 

  

3:00pm Football: W-League: Round 4 - Melbourne City v Adelaide United  

(CC) 

Reigning Champions Melbourne City are superstars of the W-League, having won four of the 

past five championships. In Round 4 they host Adelaide United as the Lady Reds look to cause a 

major upset in Melbourne. 

  

4:55pm War On Waste: Turning The Tide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In this War on Waste follow-up special, Craig Reucassel returns to again put rubbish on our 

radar. He looks at whether we've found any solutions and have Australians changed the way 

they think about waste? 
 

Northern Territory 

  

2:30pm Football: W-League: Round 4 - Melbourne City v Adelaide United  

(CC) 

Reigning Champions Melbourne City are superstars of the W-League, having won four of the 

past five championships. In Round 4 they host Adelaide United as the Lady Reds look to cause a 

major upset in Melbourne. 

  

4:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Heide Museum Of Modern Art 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The critics visit Heide Museum of Modern Art in Melbourne, to view art by Albert Tucker, Jenny 

Watson, Arthur Boyd and Sidney Nolan. 

  

4:55pm War On Waste: Turning The Tide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In this War on Waste follow-up special, Craig Reucassel returns to again put rubbish on our 

radar. He looks at whether we've found any solutions and have Australians changed the way 

they think about waste? 
 

South Australia 

  

2:30pm War On Waste: Turning The Tide 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In this War on Waste follow-up special, Craig Reucassel returns to again put rubbish on our 

radar. He looks at whether we've found any solutions and have Australians changed the way 

they think about waste? 
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3:30pm Football: W-League: Round 4 - Melbourne City v Adelaide United  

(CC) 

Reigning Champions Melbourne City are superstars of the W-League, having won four of the 

past five championships. In Round 4 they host Adelaide United as the Lady Reds look to cause a 

major upset in Melbourne. 

  

5:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Heide Museum Of Modern Art 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The critics visit Heide Museum of Modern Art in Melbourne, to view art by Albert Tucker, Jenny 

Watson, Arthur Boyd and Sidney Nolan. 
 

Western Australia 

  

1:00pm Football: W-League: Round 4 - Melbourne City v Adelaide United  

(CC) 

Reigning Champions Melbourne City are superstars of the W-League, having won four of the 

past five championships. In Round 4 they host Adelaide United as the Lady Reds look to cause a 

major upset in Melbourne. 

  

4:00pm Midsomer Murders: The Lions Of Causton 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

Barnaby gets to relive his former days of sporting glory when a death at the local Rugby Club 

sends Barnaby and Winter into a muddle of rucks, old grudges, new romances... and artisanal 

chocolates? 

  

5:30pm Everyone's A Critic: Heide Museum Of Modern Art 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The critics visit Heide Museum of Modern Art in Melbourne, to view art by Albert Tucker, Jenny 

Watson, Arthur Boyd and Sidney Nolan. 
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Monday, 18 January 2021 

6.00am 

 

News Breakfast 

(CC) 
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 
10:00am Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The City And The City 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

2:00pm The Letdown 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

2:35pm Sando 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult themes, Sexual references) 

3:00pm Father Brown 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Adam Liaw 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Malaysian born Adam Liaw grew up in the hills of Adelaide. In an under-appreciated 

1989 Volvo 240, he takes Julia to his old family home. The memories rush back as they 

tour the house and meet Adam's father. (Final) 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Carrie Bickmore 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Popular broadcaster Carrie Bickmore joins Anh with stories from her life, sharing how 

she has dealt with personal tragedy and triumph in the public eye. Can Anh capture her 

warmth and spirit? 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 

  
8:00pm 

 

*Brand New* 

Stan Grant's One Plus One: Kodie Bedford 

(CC) 

Kodie Bedford is a storyteller who aims to tell tales of modern Australia - free from the 

expectations of people who want to put her in a box. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*Premiere 

Special* 

Australia Remastered: Great Barrier Reef 

(CC,G) 

Extending over 2000km, the Great Barrier Reef is a complex system attracts millions of 

visitors a year. Aaron Pedersen explains that its beauty is just one of many amazing 

features that makes this natural wonder so important. 

  

9:25pm The Crown and Us: The Story of The Royals in Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

The Crown is part of who we were and who we are - and despite the secrets, scandals 

and questions of relevance our affection for the British Royals remains as strong as ever. 

Why is that? And will it ever change? 

  

10:25pm Tomorrow Tonight: The Dynasty 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Peek inside the most secretive society on Earth and see what the future might hold. 

Charlie Pickering and Annabel Crabb join journalist Hugh Riminton, comedian Joe Wong 

and filmmaker Anna Broinowski on Tomorrow Tonight. 

  

10:55pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:15pm Harrow: Sub Silentio 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

While Grace autopsies the body of an elderly man discovered in an Egyptian 

sarcophagus, Harrow finds himself in a battle for his own life. 

  

12:05am The Code 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

Roth, ready to show the world what it feels like to be brutalised and powerless to stop it, 

sets his shocking plan in motion. Jesse must consider whether violent means can deliver 

peaceful ends. (Final) 
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1:05am F*!#ing Adelaide: Kitty Loves Cupcakes 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

Kitty is told to cull her belongings before moving with Maude so decides she'd rather find 

a different place to live. As her anonymous sex comes unstuck in tiny Adelaide, Kitty's 

stuff comes under threat of a purging bonfire. 

1:25am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:15am The City And The City: Ul Qoma 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

Commissar Gadlem advises Borlu that the case has been taken over by the Ul Qoman 

Militsya, but allows him to travel to Ul Qoma on an advisory basis. Borlu recommends 

that Corwi keep an eye on Major Syedr. 

  
4:15am Father Brown: The Flower Of The Fairway 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Meeting with Raylan Reeve at his new golf course, Father Brown & Mrs McCarthy 

discover 'Go Home - or Die' burnt into the grass. Inspector Mallory pays a visit to 

Hermione who has a clear motive for vandalism after her garden. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Chicken With Ragini Dey 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh and Indian chef Ragini Dey examine the world of spices. Poh cooks a classic 

Malaysian dish - Nonya Chicken Curry, while Ragini prepares the Ultimate Roast Chicken 

and one of her new creations - Naan and Butter Pudding. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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Tuesday, 19 January 2021 

6.00am 

 

News Breakfast 

(CC) 
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am TBA 
 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The Silver Brumby (1993) 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:35pm Sando 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm Father Brown 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:25pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:55pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

5:55pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Dr Munjed Al Muderis 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Surgeon Munjed Al Muderis shares his journey from Iraq to outback detention centre, 

and the career he has built since. Anh Do admires Munjed's self-belief and optimism and 

hopes to capture a sense of that in his portrait. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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8:00pm You Can't Ask That: Olympic and Paralympic Gold Medallists 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

We ask six Olympic gold medallists and one Paralympic gold medallist about winning. Is it 

all it's cracked up to be? What does it take to be the best in the world? Determination? 

Obsession? Money? Sacrifice?   

  
8:30pm Shaun Micallef's On The Sauce 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

viewers are advised that the following program may contain images and voices of people 

who have died)Final 

Shaun finds Australia's drinking future may be different to our booze-soaked past. Not 

drinking is losing its stigma. Zero alcohol beers and spirits are booming, as the next 

generation lead the way. (Final) 

  

9:30pm Big Weather (and how to survive it): Ready Together 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,This series contains footage and descriptions of bushfires, floods and 

other natural disasters which may distress some viewers.)Final 

After three years of brutal drought and the hottest summer on record, Craig finds 

himself facing floodwaters as two months of rain falls in just two days, Sydney's heaviest 

rainfall in 20 years. (Final) 

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:50pm Glitch 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Chi and Belle befriend a young Chinese boy as Kirstie and Charlie receive a tempting 

offer from Noregard. Meanwhile, Kate interrogates Phil about his true intentions as 

James and William forge ahead with their new plan. 

  

11:45pm No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

The award-winning drama returns for a second series. The Friday Street squad have an 

explosive start to the day at the funeral of the son of a notorious gangster. 

  

12:35am F*!#ing Adelaide: Emma Loves Leather 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Before returning to Thailand, Emma tries to connect with Maude over old family photos. 

An argument over the provenance of an unearthed leather jacket causes Maude to 

reveal her true intentions behind selling the house. 
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12:55am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:25am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

The award-winning drama returns for a second series. The Friday Street squad have an 

explosive start to the day at the funeral of the son of a notorious gangster. 

  
4:15am Father Brown: The Two Deaths Of Hercule Flambeau 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

When Father Brown reads about Hercule Flambeau's untimely death in Italy, he revisits a 

cryptic letter and key recently sent to him by Flambeau. Meanwhile, The Iron Crown of 

Lombardy arrives at Gloucester Cathedral. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Franco-Russian With Emmanuel Mollois 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh goes Russian and makes Pirozhki and Borscht, while guest in the kitchen, Emmanuel 

Mollois, stays French and prepares a Gateau Napoleon and a fish soup from his home 

area on the Atlantic coast of France. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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Wednesday, 20 January 2021 

6.00am 

 

News Breakfast 

(CC) 
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Grand Designs: House Of The Year 

(Repeat,G) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The City And The City 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

2:00pm The Letdown 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

2:30pm Sando 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Father Brown 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Maggie Beer 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

The kitchen Maggie Beer made famous in The Cook and the Chef may be in the heart of 

the Barossa Valley, but our most beloved foodie meets up with Julia where she grew up 

in Sydney's Lakemba.     

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: John Williamson 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

John Williamson shares his journey from farm to fame as a prolific songwriter and 

performer with a passion for everything Australian. Anh wants to capture the wisdom 

and warmth of this quintessential Aussie bloke. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 

  

8:00pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Pit your wits against Tom Gleeson in Australia's smartest comedy. Our eclectic experts 

are into origami, Fawlty Towers, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and the Mountain pygmy-possum 

- but do they know it all, or are they know-it-alls? 
  

8:30pm Spicks and Specks: 2000s Special 
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes) 

It's time for the noughties special. Adam, Myf and Alan are joined by Killing Heidi's Ella 

Hooper, Jet's Nic Cester and comedians Joel Creasey and Sarah Kendall to talk all things 

musical in the 2000s. 

  

9:20pm TBA 
 

  

10:05pm TBA 
 

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia’s most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today’s top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:50pm Judi Dench’s Wild Borneo Adventure 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

In Borneo, Dame Judi Dench explores one of the oldest and most untouched rainforests 

in the world when she travels to the Danum Valley to encounter some of the most 

diverse wildlife and tallest tropical trees in the world. 

  

11:45pm No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

As the team quell the exploding riots, Dinah’s discovery of young casualties in gang-

owned property pushes investigations in an unexpected direction. Joy is thrown into 

freefall after dealing with a misbehaving offender. 
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12:30am F*!#ing Adelaide: Toby Loves Finishing 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Toby wants to help Emma relax and is entrusted with the repair of the back fence – but 

as he attempts to avoid the unfolding family drama about the sale of the house he 

begins to wonder if maybe Adelaide is where he belongs. 

  

12:50am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:10am The City And The City: Orciny 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

Dhatt is furious that Borlu went behind her back and warns him that she may not be able 

to protect him. Meanwhile, Corwi discovers that Major Syedr is working closely with 

Mike Gorse, the CEO of multinational mining company. 

  
4:10am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

As the team quell the exploding riots, Dinah's discovery of young casualties in gang-

owned property pushes investigations in an unexpected direction. Joy is thrown into 

freefall after dealing with a misbehaving offender. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Paris With Emmanuel Mollois 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Emmanuel Mollois has been in Paris. This has inspired Poh and in her kitchen she and 

Emmanuel celebrate traditional pastry cooking methods and create beautiful new 

desserts for spoiling those you love. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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Thursday, 21 January 2021 

6.00am 

 

News Breakfast 

(CC) 
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Joanna Lumley's Unseen Adventures 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

11:00am Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The City And The City 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

2:00pm The Letdown 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

2:30pm Sando 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References)Final 

3:00pm TBA 
 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

5:55pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Lauren Jackson 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Superstar basketballer Lauren Jackson was born to play the game. She joins Anh to talk 

about the realities of life as an elite athlete with an international career. Anh hopes to 

capture her strong persona and femininity. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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8:00pm Would I Lie To You? 

(CC,PG) 
This week the guests joining Lee Mack and David Mitchell are restaurateur and 

broadcaster Prue Leith, reality TV star Scarlett Moffatt, rapper and MC Big Narstie and 

meteorologist Tomasz Schafernaker. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*New 

Episode* 

Rick Stein’s Secret France 

(CC) 

Rick continues on to the sunnier climes of the Mediterranean, where he explores the 

French-Catalan legacy of Roussilon on the foothills of the Pyrenees next to the Spanish 

border. 

  

9:30pm Miriam Margolyes Almost Australian: Mateship 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Miriam wants to know what the Australian Dream means for people around the country. 

So she is off on a road-trip, driving a fully-equipped motorhome and embarking on the 

adventure of a lifetime. (Part 2 of 3) 

  

10:30pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia’s most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today’s top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

10:50pm Australia’s Ocean Odyssey: A Journey Down The East Australian Current: The 
Temperate Zone 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG)Final 

As we reach the end of the East Australian Current, its remaining flow mixes into the 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the Indian Ocean. Our whales finally leave Tasmania’s 

temperate waters on their journey to Antarctica. 

  

11:50pm No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Coarse Language) 

Dinah and Deering hunt for those aiding the Attahs in child exploitation and uncover 

secrets that could provide a crucial breakthrough. Jonah is forced to find a legal loophole 

to apprehend a man posing as a paramedic. 

  

12:35am Killing Eve: Management Sucks 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Violence) 

Eve and Carolyn are reeling. Eve strikes up an unlikely alliance with Kenny’s colleagues at 

the Bitter Pill. Villanelle finds that management isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. 
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1:20am F*!#ing Adelaide: Cleo Loves Magic 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

Cleo enlists Maude to prepare for a magic show but is interrupted by the arrival of Geoff, 

Maude’s estranged husband. Cleo relishes the opportunity of a captive audience but fails 

to understand the risk of letting this man in 

  
1:40am rage 

(CC,MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:10am The City And The City: Breach 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

Borlu awakens in the custody of Breach knowing he must follow their instructions having 

violated the border law by firing a gun from Ul Qoma into Beszel. Breach wants Borlu to 

continue his investigation and find the answers. 

4:10am No Offence 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Coarse Language) 

Dinah and Deering hunt for those aiding the Attahs in child exploitation and uncover 

secrets that could provide a crucial breakthrough. Jonah is forced to find a legal loophole 

to apprehend a man posing as a paramedic. 

  

5:00am Poh's Kitchen: Darwin With Jimmy Shu 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Poh is in Darwin to meet internationally renowned chef Jimmy Shu. This is her first visit 

and she can understand why it is often referred to as the 'Gateway to Asia' and how it 

has inspired Jimmy with its exciting produce. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading nightly public affairs program, bringing you more exclusive 

investigations and real life stories of extraordinary Australians. Plus a unique perspective 

on the day's issues. Presented by Stan Grant. 
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Friday, 22 January 2021 

6.00am 

 

News Breakfast 

(CC) 
9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Rick Stein's Secret France 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Judi Dench's Wild Borneo Adventure 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Rock 'n' Roll Guns For Hire: The Story Of The Sidemen 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

2:30pm The Ex-PM 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 

3:00pm TBA 
 

4:00pm The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

  

6:00pm Julia Zemiro's Home Delivery: Louis Theroux 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Louis Theroux takes Julia Zemiro to the site of his formative years in South London, 

Westminster and Brixton. They visit his old home, his school, and the famous Brixton 

Academy, where he saw many famous bands. 

  

6:30pm Anh's Brush With Fame: Dr Karl Kruszelnicki 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Dr Karl has shared his passion for life and science with Australians for decades. He 

reveals the fascinating life story that led him to broadcasting, as Anh tries to capture his 

natural curiosity and enthusiasm on canvas. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 
  

7:30pm 

 

*All New* 

Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,G) 

Nigella delves into a historical cookbook with a recipe made from one of her favourite 

ingredients, shakes up a lemon blossom cocktail and creates a pasta dish of spaghetti 

with colourful chard and chilli. 
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8:00pm Vera: Death Of A Family Man 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence) 

DCI Vera Stanhope investigates the mysterious death of businessman John Shearwood, 

found floating in the water under the Gateshead Millennium Bridge. 

  

9:35pm Mystery Road: Silence 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

Marley's safe return has brought relief and elation to the town and his family - but where 

is Reese? And what is Marley hiding?   

  

10:25pm TBA 
 

  

10:55pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the latest from Australia's most trusted news 

source. Michael Tetlow presents today's top stories, updated details and original 

reporting from coast to coast and around the globe. 

  

11:10pm Barracuda 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Danny is seduced into the world of the elite sports institute. As the 1998 Commonwealth 

Games loom, Danny's obsession with improving his times puts him at odds with his 

family, Torma and Martin. 

  

12:05am rage 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 23 January 2021 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Fauziah Ibrahim and Kathryn 

Robinson bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

10:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

11:00am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 

For over 30 years rage has been showcasing a diverse range of music videos from Aussie 

and international artists. Features special guests who program their favourites and 

themed specials. #WatchingRage 

  

12:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Employable Me Australia 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 

Marty has Fragile X and wants workplaces to see that he is an employable man. Cain's 

insight about his autism and its impact on his life is stirring and Jessica offers up her IT 

skills to companies targeting neurodiversity.  

  

1:30pm Agatha Christie's Ordeal By Innocence 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References, Violence) 

The truth about events leading up to Rachel's death is finally revealed, but if justice is to 

be done all the Argyll family has to confront a terrible truth if the identity of her killer is 

to be unmasked.  
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2:30pm Making Child Prodigies 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

It's a big day for guitar prodigy Callum as he records his first music video. Kenzie is about 

to step up and perform with the Queensland Ballet; young scientist Finn has an 

important message for the Prime Minister. 

  

3:00pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella delves into a historical cookbook with a recipe made from one of her favourite 

ingredients, shakes up a lemon blossom cocktail and creates a pasta dish of spaghetti 

with colourful chard and chilli. 

  

3:30pm Dream Gardens: Coffs Harbour, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Former city dwellers, Mark and Nicola Ruitenberg want an industrial style garden. But 

can an inner-city trend, dominated by waste concrete, be transplanted to a sub-tropical 

sanctuary in the country? 

  

4:00pm Ask The Doctor: Gut 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The doctors investigate the role our digestive system plays in our health. Dr Sandro 

reveals what the contents of our gut looks like and which body functions are supported 

by the 40 trillion-or-so microbes that live there. 

  

4:30pm Landline Summer: Rising to the Coronavirus challenge 

(CC,Repeat) 

Landline Summer looks back at some of our best stories. In this episode, rising to the 

Coronavirus challenge: A locally designed and made ventilator; value-adding with ice-

creams and bouquets plus organic produce in demand. 

  

5:00pm Football: A-League: Round 5 - Sydney FC v Central Coast Mariners 

(CC) 

One of the A-League's longest rivalries as neighbouring NSW teams Sydney FC and the 

Central Coast Mariners meet in a Round 5 clash. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Midsomer Murders: Till Death Do Us Part 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

Barnaby is less than impressed when Sarah drags him to a family friend's wedding. But 

things go from bad to worse when tragedy strikes and Barnaby is called into action to 

catch a murderer with a penchant for local brides. 
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9:00pm Endeavour: Pylon 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult themes, drug references, violence) 

The death of a schoolgirl brings Endeavour back to Oxford. When he refuses to accept 

that the main suspect is guilty, Endeavour must uncover the truth and rescue a victim 

before it is too late. 

  

10:35pm Call The Midwife 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Sister Julienne is drawn into a family rift between an estranged mother and daughter 

who are both pregnant. Meanwhile Nurse Crane realises she has an admirer, and Sister 

Frances' shyness starts to concern Sister Julienne. 

  

11:35pm Deep Water 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

The school trip takes an unexpected turn when Lisa discovers the truth about Kate, and 

Roz walks into a dangerous situation.  

  

12:20am rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Rage Warning - Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an all-

night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Other States: 

Queensland  
  

4:00pm Football: A-League: Round 5 - Sydney FC v Central Coast Mariners 

(CC) 

One of the A-League's longest rivalries as neighbouring NSW teams Sydney FC and the Central 

Coast Mariners meet in a Round 5 clash. 

  

6:00pm Ask The Doctor: Gut 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The doctors investigate the role our digestive system plays in our health. Dr Sandro reveals 

what the contents of our gut looks like and which body functions are supported by the 40 

trillion-or-so microbes that live there. 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: Rising to the Coronavirus challenge 

(CC,Repeat) 

Landline Summer looks back at some of our best stories. In this episode, rising to the 

Coronavirus challenge: A locally designed and made ventilator; value-adding with ice-creams 

and bouquets plus organic produce in demand. 
 

Northern Territory 

  

3:30pm Football: A-League: Round 5 - Sydney FC v Central Coast Mariners 

(CC) 

One of the A-League's longest rivalries as neighbouring NSW teams Sydney FC and the Central 

Coast Mariners meet in a Round 5 clash. 

  

5:30pm Dream Gardens: Coffs Harbour, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Former city dwellers, Mark and Nicola Ruitenberg want an industrial style garden. But can an 

inner-city trend, dominated by waste concrete, be transplanted to a sub-tropical sanctuary in 

the country? 

  

6:00pm Ask The Doctor: Gut 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

The doctors investigate the role our digestive system plays in our health. Dr Sandro reveals 

what the contents of our gut looks like and which body functions are supported by the 40 

trillion-or-so microbes that live there. 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: Rising to the Coronavirus challenge 

(CC,Repeat) 

Landline Summer looks back at some of our best stories. In this episode, rising to the 

Coronavirus challenge: A locally designed and made ventilator; value-adding with ice-creams 

and bouquets plus organic produce in demand. 
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South Australia  
  

4:30pm Football: A-League: Round 5 - Sydney FC v Central Coast Mariners 

(CC) 

One of the A-League's longest rivalries as neighbouring NSW teams Sydney FC and the Central 

Coast Mariners meet in a Round 5 clash. 

  

6:30pm Landline Summer: Rising to the Coronavirus challenge 

(CC,Repeat) 

Landline Summer looks back at some of our best stories. In this episode, rising to the 

Coronavirus challenge: A locally designed and made ventilator; value-adding with ice-creams 

and bouquets plus organic produce in demand. 
 

Western Australia 

  

1:30pm TBA 

 

  

2:00pm Football: A-League: Round 5 - Sydney FC v Central Coast Mariners 

(CC) 

One of the A-League's longest rivalries as neighbouring NSW teams Sydney FC and the Central 

Coast Mariners meet in a Round 5 clash. 

  

5:00pm TBA 

 

  

5:25pm Making Child Prodigies 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

It's a big day for guitar prodigy Callum as he records his first music video. Kenzie is about to 

step up and perform with the Queensland Ballet; young scientist Finn has an important 

message for the Prime Minister. 

  

5:55pm Nigella's Cook, Eat, Repeat 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Nigella delves into a historical cookbook with a recipe made from one of her favourite 

ingredients, shakes up a lemon blossom cocktail and creates a pasta dish of spaghetti with 

colourful chard and chilli. 

  

6:25pm Dream Gardens: Coffs Harbour, NSW 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Former city dwellers, Mark and Nicola Ruitenberg want an industrial style garden. But can an 

inner-city trend, dominated by waste concrete, be transplanted to a sub-tropical sanctuary in 

the country? 
 


